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Everyone read, live by & proclaim 1GOD’s latest ‘Message’,
the “Law-Giver Manifest”.
Killing of unborn and born humans is abolished
Every person has breathable air, drinkable water,
eatable food, protective clothing, affordable shelter,
free education, free healthcare, rewarded unexploited
work, retirement and death with dignity
Selfishness, elitism, exploitation, injustice,
physical and emotional abuse, slavery be abolished
That Addictions (alcohol, smoking, gluttony, gambling,
pornography, pollution, shopping) are contained
That communities live in harmony with themselves and
the surrounding Habitat
That the community owns all Freehold and real-estate
That private and State ownership is abolished and
replaced with CROn (Community Run Owned not-for-profit)
That Humankind pursues Space-Exploration and
Space-Colonization
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Good ‘News’ 1 GOD's latest message is available and our Mission is:
Worship 1 GOD promote 1 FAITH administered by 1 Church Universe Custodian Guardians. Distribute the ‘Law-Giver Manifest’ 1
GOD’s latest message. That makes previous messages obsolete.
Introduce New-Age time management. Custodian Guardian (C.G.):
Klock, Time triangle, Daily routine, Night curfew, Kalender, Fun day,
Fun day themes, Planner,.. Don’t let time control you!
Ensure that no person shall go without the necessities of everyday live
: Enough eatable food to eat, enough clean water to drink, clean air to
breathe, decent clothing to wear and a comfortable affordable secure
shelter. Get free medical when sick or disabled (not Rehabilitator).
Make Free-Education (Learn, Teach) available to people whom genuinely seek it. Knowledge gained is applied, passed on, Knowledge continuity. Fairly rewarded work (wmw) without exploitation. Retirement and end with dignity.
.
Belong to a community which cares for the unfairly attacked, weak,
needy, disadvantaged, reducing misery (misery often leads to depression, substance abuse: mind altering substances, smoking, gambling,
alcoholism). Shires are homeless free! Families live in harmony with
each other, the local Habitat and greater Environment!
Use non violent solutions (no killing, torture, mutilations of humans
for any reason). Tackle in a non-violent way false idols, dismantle and
recycle their effigies. Punish Evil. MS R1-7
Ensure private and State ownership are abolished and replaced with
CROn (Community Run Owned not-for-profit). Profiteering Ends!
Establish Gatherings in all Provinces supporting local dialects, traditions. Establish 7 independent Oratories in 7 Provinces:
Africa, Amazonia, America, Europa, Mongolia, Oceania, Persindia.
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There are no
international
waters.
Oceans are
divided between
Provinces.
Ensure Humankind lives up to its destiny to be custodian of Earth,
later the rest of the Physical Universe. Encourage space exploration.
Mate, multiply, colonize Space. Humankinds Destiny!

Humankinds
Destiny
For the Glory of 1GOD and
the Good of Humankind

You like our Vision. Join us and support our Mission.
1FAITH developed, Vision based on the 7Scrolls. Vision is a moral, philosophical Statement. The Vision Statement is used to develop the Universe
Custodian Guardian, Mission!
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